For the children who live at BronxWorks Jackson Ave Family Residence, a picture is worth just one word: Hope. Award winning photojournalist and author, Linda Solomon, brought her nationally acclaimed program “Pictures of Hope” to New York this week, inspiring each child to be hopeful for a bright future.

Ms. Solomon and the team at East Hills Chevrolet armed each child with a camera and gave them some lessons on how to take the best pictures. Each child is currently out and about in New York, sporting their sunny yellow t-shirts and new cameras, capturing their hopes via photo.

After their pictures are developed, they will be turned into holiday cards and given to the children to send out to their family and friends. East Hills Chevrolet will also host the children for a holiday party to celebrate their photography talents.

Linda said, “Through photography, children share their heartfelt feelings.”

Chevrolet has partnered with Solomon for this project to help children express their hopes.